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ABSTRACT 
In these modern days, gender recognition from facial image has been a crucial topic. To solve 
such delicate problem several handy approaches are being studied in Computer Vision. However, 
most of these approaches hardly achieve high accuracy and precision. Lighting, illumination, 
proper face area detection, noise, ethnicity and various facial expressions hinder the correctness 
of the research. Therefore, we propose a novel gender recognition system from facial image 
where we first detect faces from a scene using Haar Feature Based Cascade Classifier by Paul 
Viola and Michael Jones with the help of Adaboost technology. The face detection goal is 
achieved by OpenCV. After the detection of a face and noise is reduced using Histogram 
equalization. Finally, Deformable Spatial Pyramid (DSP) matching algorithm is used to match 
the processed facial image with the knowledge base containing classified male and female 
frontal face images. Our proposed system pulls out better accuracy than most of the modern 
techniques.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The process of gender detection from facial images has become an important issue nowadays. 
This research will prove helpful in sectors such as surveillance system, criminology, security, 
field of psychology and biometric authentication [1]. A person’s identity can be determined 
through his/her eyes even if the hairstyle has been changed, facial hair has been added or 
removed and the facial appearance of a person is altered. However, these tasks can be carried out 
easily by a human being but not by machines without any intelligence [2]. Moreover, the world 
is becoming more machine dependent nowadays. Thus, it has become an important topic in the 
field of image processing and computer vision. Demand of face detection, gesture detection, 
person recognition, motion capture and detection is increasing tremendously because of 
reliability in security and authentication process. Focusing on this matter, our target is to develop 
a system which detects all the faces from a scene and performs the gender identification process 
on the faces from the scene. There are two different approaches that can be considered. High 
level features such as distance between eyes, nose and mouth, measurement of different parts of 
human face can be an approach to detect the gender of a human being. This method can prove 
erroneous in cases because these high level features can provide inappropriate results or even 
unresolved.[2] For this reason, we have focused on the pixel level matching between images.  
1.1 Motivation 
The aforementioned “High level Feature-based” approach uses a set of discriminative facial 
features such as nose, distance between eyes, mouth, eye brow, etc. which are extracted from 
facial image as classification attributes [1]. Even though this approach mostly works well, it 
requires images in a controlled situation with proper lighting, good details and so forth which is 
its biggest limitation. Most real life images are not captured in a manner suitable for this method. 
It also fails to work in situations where human eyes are not clearly understood, such as, an image 
of a male person who has prominent female attributes in his face or vice versa. Our primary 
motivation for this thesis has been to eliminate this limitation. This has been acknowledged by 
using “pixel-level matching” method which, irrelevant of the quality of the image, would 
correctly assume the gender of the people in the picture. 
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1.2 Aims and Objectives 
The primary aim of this thesis is to detect the gender of a person from his/her facial image 
maximum accuracy. There has been a lot of work done in this field using various methods which 
all have their shortcomings. For example, the use of SVM on images and FERET database 
accumulates positive results for gender detection highlighted by Lapedriza et al [3]. They 
extracted facial features and classified it in two, external and internal, parts and stored data in 
FERET database. Also, Makinen et al [4] proposed a system using FERET database. However, 
FERET database requires images to be captured in controlled situations like consistent lighting. 
This is a problem because most real life images are not taken under controlled situations for the 
most part and is very impractical to do so. There are also methods specified on single features 
such as eye features [5] which works well as long as the subject has the required features. It 
ignores that some people are blind or does not have eye brows. There are other methods that 
acknowledge these faults but fail to provide satisfactory results.  
This thesis has specifically targeted on the issue of establishing a new tactics which can help us 
to establish efficient operation of facial data extraction and gender classification techniques. The 
step by step procedure of this thesis is summarized here. This work marks the following issues: 
 Firstly, we have used input images to detect faces using Viola & Jones algorithm for robust 
and real-time extraction of faces. 
 Then, the image has been processed to reduce noise using Adaptive Filtering and for 
adjusting contrast, Histogram Equalization. 
 Finally, we have used DSP (Deformable Spatial Pyramid) to produce extremely accurate 
results and efficient computation to reduce computational time. 
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1.3 Thesis Outline 
The thesis is organized as follows:  
 Chapter 1 is about the formal introduction of the thesis which includes our motivation for 
starting this thesis and our aims and objectives for it. 
 Chapter 2 is the Literature review which consists of current knowledge and work done on 
this topic. Also, it includes all theoretical and methodological contributions for this thesis. 
 Chapter 3 focuses on our proposed model for this thesis which the work flow we maintained 
throughout thoroughly. 
 Chapter 4 shows the end results of our experiments and analysis of the data we acquired as a 
result. 
 Chapter 5 is the conclusion which includes the summary of our thesis along with current 
limitations, future plans and further insight. 
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2. BACKGROUND STUDY AND RELATED WORK 
 
2.1 Face Detection from Image 
 
2.1.1 Finding Faces by Color 
 
This method is a basic and limited model, but it still works to some extent as color provides a 
computationally efficient and effective method which is robust under rotations in depth and 
partial occlusions. It can also be combined with motion and appearance-based face detection. As 
human skin is formed of a tight assembly in color space even when different races are 
considered, this method works well even though it is a rather primitive model [6]. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Image showing mixture models and Gaussian mixtures found from face [6]. 
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2.1.2 Edge-Orientation Matching 
This method is a local image feature to model objects for detection and is able to detect image in 
real time and so used in the field of “Real-time Face Detection”. Edge features are extracted 
from a 2D array of pixels which works as the basic feature for calculation. This is a gradient 
based method which requires convolving the image. The convolution of the image with the two 
filter masks gives two edge strength images. Sample of hand-labeled face images are used to 
create face model. The faces are cropped, aligned and scaled in the grey level domain. From this 
set of normalized face images an average face is computed. Vertically mirrored versions of each 
face in the set are adjusted to the average face. Finally the edge orientation vector field is 
calculated from the average face. For face detection, the model is shifted over the image, and at 
each image position the similarity between the model and the underlying image patch is 
calculated. The image is represented by its orientation field [7]. 
 
 
Figure 2.2: edge orientation vector field computed [7] 
2.1.3 Hausdroff Distance 
This is a method for robust face detection which uses the Hausdorff distance as a similarity 
measure between a general face model and possible instances of the object within the image. The 
Hausdorff distance (HD) is a metric between two point sets. It is robust to changes in 
illumination and background [8]. 
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Figure 2.3: Model fitting by scaling, translation and rotation [8] 
2.1.4 Viola & Jones 
This algorithm by Viola and Jones has had the biggest impact on the field and the most popular 
currently. So, we have used this method for face detection on our thesis. It is also the most used 
algorithm in this field. It has most of the positive attributes of other algorithms as it can be used 
for both real-time and robust face detection. However, it can only be used for face detection as 
the idea is to differentiate real faces from “non-faces”. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Example of a “non-face” on the surface of mars [9] 
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The algorithm has four stages: 
1) Haar Feature Selection 
2) Creating an Integral Image 
3) Adaboost Training 
4) Cascading Classifiers 
 
Figure 2.5: Haar-features that calculate positive and negative features from facial images 
[10]. 
There are similar features in everyone’s faces. These regularities may be matched using Haar-
Features. Its approach is machine learning based where a “cascade function” is trained from a lot 
of positive and negative images. Then, it is able to detect objects in other images. To detect, it 
requires to match a certain pattern with highlighted features extracted from the given image, 
where, every highlighted feature indicates a single value. However, in the process of finding 
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highlighted features, it might take in many data which are redundant. To avoid this, an integral 
value of the image is used, which allows calculation of only the sum of pixels in any given 
rectangle considering only the four cornering values. This reduces calculation process and time 
significantly enabling real time face detection. As this process requires the system to know 
relevant and irrelevant features of the image, it uses AdaBoost technology [10] which is able to 
do it using “Strong classifiers” which it calculates by adding all weighted “Weak classifiers” 
[11]. 
2.2 Pre Processing of the Image 
 
2.2.1 Local Pixel Grouping 
In the field of noise reduction from images, “Local Pixel Grouping” is a simple algorithm which 
is used often because of its elementary nature. It uses Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
which allows the system to not lose local structure of the image while clearing noise. It works 
rather well but is neither very efficient nor very thorough. PCA discards low variance 
components while preserving principal components with larger possible variance [12]. 
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2.2.2 Linear Filter 
It is used to remove noise using certain filters such as averaging filters or Gaussian filters 
depending on the type of noise. To illustrate, averaging filter is used for grainy noise in an image 
as each pixel gets set to the average value of the neighboring pixels thus reducing local 
variations.  
 
Figure 2.6: Linear filtering “salt and pepper” noise [13] 
 
 
2.2.3 Median Filter 
Median filtering is a nonlinear method used to remove noise from images. Its specialty is 
removing noise while keeping the edges intact. It moves through the image pixel by pixel, 
replacing each value with the median value of neighboring pixels. The pattern of neighbors is 
called the "window", which slides, pixel by pixel over the entire image. The median is calculated 
by first sorting all the pixel values from the window into numerical order, and then replacing the 
pixel being considered with the middle pixel value [14]. 
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Figure 2.7: Median filtering keeping border values unchanged to preserve edges [14] 
2.2.4 Adaptive Filter 
Noise reduction using this method is a better option than the previous processes mentioned 
earlier as it combines all their attributes. This method requires the Wiener filter. Being selective, 
this method produces better results than linear filtering. Also, it keeps the edges of the image 
preserved which produces much more accurate results, even though it requires more computation 
process and time. Also, there are no design tasks associated as the Wiener2 function handles all 
preliminary computations and implements the filter for an input image [15]. 
 
Figure 2.8: Comparison between Adaptive Filtering (Left) and Gaussian Filtering (Right) [15] 
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2.2.5 Histogram Equalization 
Histogram equalization is used for the enhancement of contrast of an input image. It works by 
stretching out the intensity range. This method is used in order to gain better accuracy as there 
are many images whose pixel might cluster around available range of intensities. As a result, a 
lot of under populated intensities might cause hindrance [16]. After applying Histogram 
equalization, intensity values are stretched over the intensity range. Let f be a given image 
represented as a mr by mc matrix of integer pixel intensities ranging from 0 to L − 1. L is the 
number of possible intensity values, often 256. Let p denote the normalized histogram of f with a 
bin for each possible intensity [17].  So, 
𝑝𝑛 =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑛
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠
 n = 0, 1, ..., N − 1. -----(i) 
The histogram equalized image g will be defined by, 
𝑔𝑖,𝑗 = floor((L − 1) ∑ 𝑝𝑛
𝑓𝑖,𝑗
𝑛=0
     − − − − − (ii) 
The following figures show the state of the intensities along with the sample face image before 
and after processing with Histogram equalization method. 
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Figure 2.9: Before and after applying Histogram Equalization 
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2.3 Classification 
 
2.3.1 Gender Detection Classifier 
This classifier is an algorithm that stores all available images and classifies new instances of the 
images based on a similarity measure. After DCT (Discrete Cosine Transformation) the first four 
top most values of each module of each image are then stored in a one dimensional array. The 
classifier then calculates a Manhattan distance between every point from this image to the 
training images. If the average distance from the test image to a training image is greater than or 
less a predefined threshold value then a hit score or miss score for the test image is increases. 
The hit score and miss score indicate the result for a male or a female. If the hit score for male is 
greater than the female then the test image is considered as a male face. Beside this if the hit 
score for female is greater than the male then the test image is considered as a female face [2].  
 
 
2.3.2 Local Binary Pattern 
This method checks points around a central point and tests the surrounding points if they are 
greater or less than the center point. 
 
Figure 2.11: Surrounding pixel intensity compared to center pixel [18] 
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The above figure demonstrates the process where the black or white dots representing pixels that 
are less or more intense respectively, than the central pixel. When the surrounding pixels are all 
black or all white, that image region is flat and featureless. Continuous groups of black or white 
pixels are considered “uniform” patterns that can be interpreted as corners or edges. If pixels 
switch back-and-forth between black and white pixels, the pattern is considered “non-uniform” 
[18]. 
2.3.3  Local Directional Pattern 
It is a gray-scale texture pattern which characterizes the spatial structure of a local image texture. 
A LDP operator computes the corner response values in all directions at each pixel position and 
generates a code from the relative strength magnitude [19].To do this, calculating eight 
directional edge response value of a particular pixel using Kirsch masks in eight different 
orientations (M0~M7) centered on its own position is required. These masks are shown in the 
figure below [20]. 
 
Figure 2.12: Kirsch edge response masks in eight directions [20] 
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2.3.4 Deformable Spatial Pyramid 
This method is used for computing dense pixel correspondences. Dense matching methods 
typically enforce both appearance agreements between matched pixels as well as geometric 
smoothness between neighboring pixels. We have proposed a pyramid graph model that 
simultaneously regularizes match consistency at multiple spatial extents. This novel 
regularization substantially improves pixel-level matching. While the “deformable” aspect of our 
model over- comes the strict rigidity of traditional spatial pyramids [21]. 
 
Figure 2.13: The Graph Structure of DSP model [22] 
The entire image and divide it into four rectangular grid cells and keep dividing until we reach 
the predefined number of pyramid levels. Further add one more layer, a pixel-level layer, such 
that the finest cells are one pixel in width. Then, we represent the pyramid with a graph. It is then 
matched based on objective on a fixed-scale or multi-scale. Finally, efficient computation is 
required as computation time is large [21]. 
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Figure 2.14: DSP matching method by dividing grid cells [21] 
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3. DESIGN APPROACH 
In our design approach, first we have detected the faces from a scene from an input image. 
Detecting face region from a scene required Viola and Jones method [10], After that, noise 
reduction from all the faces has been done. From all the de-noised face images, we have applied 
histogram equalization technique to adjust image intensities in order to enhance the contrast [23]. 
Thus, it has required less calculation and processes for our research work. Finally all the 
preprocessed image have been passed through Deformable Spatial Pyramid (DSP) method for 
final detection. This algorithm performs a correspondence matching of the faces with the 
knowledge base. 
 
 
Figure 3.1: All steps required for our proposed system 
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3.1 Face Detection 
 
3.1.1 Viola & Jones 
Face detection from an input scene is a key process in our research. For the detection part Viola 
and Jones method has been used. As mentioned before, the “Viola & Jones” algorithm is likely 
the algorithm currently for face detection as it can be used for both real-time and robust face 
detection. Like most people in this field, we have also used this algorithm for face detection in 
out thesis. 
This algorithm is best for distinguishing “non-faces” from real faces. To achieve this ability, it 
constitutes of four parts, namely: 
1) Haar Feature Selection 
2) Creating Integral Image 
3) Adaboost Training 
4) Cascading Classifiers 
All human faces share some similar properties. These regularities may be matched using Haar 
Features. It is a machine learning based approach where a cascade function is trained from a lot 
of positive and negative images.  
 
Figure 3.2: Haar features 
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Figure 3.3: Haar features on a face [24] 
A combination of positive and negative images is needed for training of the cascading function. 
All the highlighted features needed has to be extracted from the image for matching a certain 
pattern [25]. Every feature indicates a single value subtracted from the sum of the pixel under 
white rectangle from the sum of the pixels from black rectangle. Let us consider the image size 
as N X N, pattern as P and image as I [11]. 
∑ ∑ 𝐼(𝑖, 𝑗)1𝑃(𝑖,𝑗) 𝑖𝑠 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒
 
1≤𝑗≤𝑁
 
1≤𝑖≤𝑁 −  ∑ ∑ 𝐼(𝑖, 𝑗)1𝑃(𝑖,𝑗) 𝑖𝑠 𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘
 
1≤𝑗≤𝑁
 
1≤𝑖≤𝑁  -----(iii) 
To avoid ending up calculating altogether 160000+ feature in a single window, we have used the 
integral value of the image which allows us to end up calculating only the sum of pixels in any 
given rectangle considering only the four cornering values. 
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Figure 3.4: Integral image calculation [26] 
Let A, B, C, D be the values of the integral image at the corners of a rectangle. Then the sum of 
original image values within the rectangle can be computed: sum = A – B – C + D. The integral 
image computes a value at each pixel (x, y) that is the sum of the pixel values above and to the 
left of (x, y), inclusive. This can quickly be computed in one pass through the image [26]. It 
reduces the number of features and allows us for real-time detection. Moreover, for 
distinguishing between relevant features and irrelevant features, we have used Ada-boost 
technology [10]. This technology helps us find out only the best features among these 16000+ 
features. Furthermore, after detection of the highlighting features a weighted combination is used 
for finally evaluating a face structure. Ada-Boost constructs a strong classifier by summing up all 
the weighted weak classifiers [11]. 
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Figure 3.5: Ada-Boost using weak classifiers to create final classifier [26] 
A cascade of gradually more complex classifiers achieves even better detection rates. The first 
classifier in the cascade, the attentional operator, uses only two features to achieve a false 
negative rate of approximately 0% and a false positive rate of 40%. The effect of this single 
classifier is to reduce by roughly half the number of times the entire cascade is evaluated. 
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Figure 3.6: Detecting faces using Viola & Jones 
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3.2 Noise Reduction and Grayscale Conversion 
 
3.2.1 Adaptive Filter 
After successfully detected face area from a scene we have to find out the region of interest 
(ROI). Thus, we have cropped the detected image into 128 X 128 size. We know digital images 
are exposed to noise and noise is the result of faults in the image acquisition procedure. As a 
result, pixel values do not reflect their true intensities like the real image. Various factors like 
film grain, CCD detector of the device, damaged film, electronic transmission of image can 
introduce noise. De-noising an image has become a crucial factor for the accuracy of this 
research. To avoid unwanted result we have chosen adaptive filtering over linear filtering. We 
have used Wiener filter for this purpose. This approach produces better result than linear filtering 
in times because of being more selective. Besides it keeps the edges and other high frequency 
parts of the image intact which causes more accuracy in result, though this method requires more 
computation process than the linear one. Next we have converted the RGB format image into 
grayscale format by eliminating hue and saturation while keeping the luminance intact. It is 
highly required for the DSP matching algorithm to perform faster [15]. 
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Figure 3.7: Image after Grey Scale conversion and adaptive filtering 
3.2.2 Histogram Equalization 
Histogram equalization is used for the enhancement of contrast of an input image. It works by 
stretching out the intensity range. This method is used in order to gain better accuracy as there 
are many images whose pixel might cluster around available range of intensities. As a result, a 
lot of under populated intensities might cause hindrance [16].  After applying Histogram 
equalization, intensity values are stretched over the intensity range. Let I be an image consisting 
of M X N matrix. Let the integer values of pixel intensities ranges from 0 to N-1, H denote a 
normalized histogram of image I and HE denote a histogram equalized image [17]. The 
normalized histogram H can be defined as, 
𝐻 =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑛
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠
  − − − − − (iv) 
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H = number of pixels with intensity n=total number of pixels. Where, n=0, 1, 2, 3…N-1. The 
histogram equalized image HE can be defined as, 
𝐻𝐸𝑖𝑗 = 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟((𝑁 − 1) ∑ 𝐻)
𝐼𝑖𝑗
𝑛=0   -----(v) 
Where the nearest integer is rounds down using floor function [18]. Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows 
the state of the intensities along with a sample face image before and after processing with 
Histogram equalization method. 
 
 
Figure 3.8: Before Applying Histogram Equalization 
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Figure 3.9: After applying Histogram Equalization 
 
3.3 Data Analysis (Gender Detection) 
 
3.3.1 Deformable Spatial Algorithm 
This method is used for computing dense pixel correspondences. Dense matching methods 
typically enforce both appearance agreements between matched pixels as well as geometric 
smoothness between neighboring pixels. We have proposed a pyramid graph model that 
simultaneously regularizes match consistency at multiple spatial extents. This novel 
regularization substantially improves pixel-level matching. While the “deformable” aspect of our 
model over- comes the strict rigidity of traditional spatial pyramids [21]. 
The entire image and divide it into four rectangular grid cells and keep dividing until we reach 
the predefined number of pyramid levels. Further add one more layer, a pixel-level layer, such 
that the finest cells are one pixel in width. Then, we represent the pyramid with a graph. It is then 
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matched based on objective on a fixed-scale or multi-scale. Finally, efficient computation is 
required as computation time is large [21]. 
For gender detection we have used DSP matching [21] algorithm in our system. Facial image is 
used to detect a correspondence matching with the given knowledge base. For convenience we 
have resized the input image [27] to a fixed size. 
The pyramid model is firstly achieved through dividing image into four rectangular grids. Same 
division is also done inside the grids till three levels of pyramid is achieved. Then pixel layer is 
added at the bottom. Then a graph of size varying spatial nodes is defined.  Edges span all levels 
and each grid is also defined as nodes. Edges spans through levels of pyramid and pixels are only 
connected to parent grid cell not among them. The SIFT descriptor [28] is used for computing 
the matching cost. 
The DSP matching algorithm is formulated as an energy minimization problem. Loopy Belief 
propagation [29] is used to minimize the energy equation which is given by, 
𝐸(𝑡, 𝑠) = ∑ 𝐷𝑖(𝑡𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖) + 𝛼 ∑ 𝑉𝑖(𝑡𝑖, 𝑡𝑗) +𝑖,𝑗 ∈N + 𝛽 ∑ 𝑊𝑖𝑗(𝑠𝑖, 𝑠𝑗)𝑖,𝑗 ∈N𝑖   -----(vi) 
At node i the translation node  𝑡𝑖  is defined in first image and  𝐷𝑖 is the data term which is 
known as the appearance matching cost for node i at translation𝑡𝑖. The scale smoothness term 
𝑊𝑖𝑗 is defined with scale variable 𝑠𝑖 and  𝑉𝑖𝑗 is the smoothness tern that regularizes the solution. 
Two constant weights α and β are also associated in the equation.   
This algorithm survives different geometric variation and illumination variances as well. 
Multilevel pyramid helps it to succeed in case of different image resolution. Minimum scores 
among all scores returned by the DSP matching algorithm determines best match. Classified 
images in knowledge base are compared to our input via DSP [27]. Figure 4 represents some 
recognized male and female faces after dense correspondence matching using DSP algorithm. 
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Fig 3.10: Recognized faces using DSP 
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4. RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS 
In this paper we used the authors [1] publicly available code for DSP matching algorithm, vlfeat 
open source library [20] and opencv as well. For the detection part, Minhas Kamal’s [22] 
publicly available code played a vital role. First, we tried to detect all the faces from a scene. For 
the detection part we obtained about 89.775% accuracy. The result of detection part is shown in 
Table 4.1.  
Image 
Set 
Faces in the  Scene Male    (Actual) Female 
(Actual) 
Accuracy 
(Detection) 
1 68 38 30 94.12 
2  8 3 5 100 
3 20 14 5 95 
4 
  
16 7 4 68.75 
5 56 23 28 91.07 
Table 4.1: Accuracy of detection  
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝐷𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑠
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡
  − − − − − (vii) 
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After the detection part, we have tried to detect male and female from the detected faces. The 
recognition accuracy is 83.53% for male and 85.71% for female without any preprocessing. 
Performance increases drastically after applying all the necessary preprocessing. We have 
acquired 96.47% accuracy for male and 92.21% accuracy for female, after doing preprocessing. 
The result is stated in Table 4.2.  
Table 4.2: Accuracy with respect to preprocessing 
Here Accuracy, 
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡
  -----(viii) 
 
 
 
 
 
 Total 
Image 
With 
Preprocessing 
Accuracy With 
Processing 
Without 
Preprocessing 
Accuracy 
Without 
Processing 
Male 85 42 96.47 43 83.53 
Female 77 41 92.21 36 85.71 
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Women with relatively short hair are very problematic for detection. So we have taken several 
images where women have relatively short hair. Some of the sample tested images of women 
with short hair have been provided in Figure 25. Our detection has obtained 95.18% or less. 
Table 4.3 illustrates the detection and accuracy of women with relatively short hair. 
Table 4.3: Experiment with women with short hair 
 
Pictures of men with bald head and shaved hair are also a challenging issue. Table 4.4 shows our 
experiment with men who are shaved and bald headed. 
Sequence No. of Images Detected True 
Detection 
False 
Detection 
Accuracy 
1 100 90 80 10 88.89 
2 90 78 75 3 96.15 
3 110 97 92 5 94.84 
4 80 73 68 5 93.15 
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Table 4.4: Experiment with bald headed men 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.5 demonstrates that if we increase the knowledge base which contains the training data, 
the success rate of true detection increases. We have taken frontal face image of 6 women and 
tested against the knowledge base. After elaborating the training data features rate of success 
drastically increases. 
Sequence No. of 
Images 
Detected True 
Detection 
False 
Detection 
Accuracy 
1 
 
200 195 178 17 91.28 
2 
 
165 145 133 12 91.72 
3 
 
70 61 50 11 81.87 
4 
 
100 83 79 4 95.18 
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Table 4.5: Success against training data (female) 
 
 
We have also tested it against input frontal face images of 15 men and found similar result. 
Increasing the knowledge base results into better success rate. Table 4.6 shows the experiment of 
15 male input of success rate against the training data. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
15
60
120
240
360
False Detection True Detection
Test Image Knowledge 
Base (Male) 
Knowledge 
Base (Female) 
True 
Detection 
False 
Detection 
Accuracy 
6 Women 15 15 3 3 50 
Same 60 60 4 2 66.67 
Same 120 120 4 2 66.67 
Same 240 240 5 1 83.33 
Same 360 360 6 0 100 
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Table 4.6: Success against training data (male) 
 
 
 
 
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
30 90 180 250 300 350
True Detection False Detection
Test 
Image 
Knowledge Base 
(Male) 
Knowledge Base 
(Female) 
True 
Detection 
False 
Detection 
Accuracy 
15 Men 30 30 9 6 60 
Same 90 90 10 5 66.67 
Same 180 180 12 3 80 
Same 250 250 12 3 80 
Same 300 300 12 3 80 
Same 350 350 13 2 86.67 
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PLAN 
In our paper, we have proposed a gender detection system after detecting all the faces from a 
scene and have achieved accuracy of up to 95%. As we have used Viola and Jones algorithm for 
the face detection part, we attained some advantages. Face detection part is achieved by 
OpenCV. We have also used a publicly available dataset from Github [30].  It is extremely fast 
for feature computation and selects the features efficiently. We have not scaled the image rather 
than scaling the features. It is a generic detection scheme and possible to use for detection of 
other types of objects. For gender detection of facial image part, we have used DSP algorithm 
which shows grate accuracy as it works on pixel levels is still unbeatable in this case. But the 
main drawback is that it works slowly while calculating and matching. We have used the system 
in an unsupervised manner. It does not work robustly in case of rotation and scale variation. For 
this reason, we are hoping to solve this issue in our further work.  
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